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A Bibliography of Secondary Sources on Wole Soyinka 1988/ 1989/ 1990 – a work in
progress
Introduction:

This list began life before the world went on-line . It dates from BPC – Before the
Personal Computer became the default tool of the student and researcher..
I began to put it together when those interested in keeping up-to-date with
events in Nigeria – including coverage of Wole Soyinka’s publications,
productions activities and statements – had to travel, had to visit libraries and
to spend and time in archives. It was a period dominated by the print-media
when, for those based in the UK, West Africa - ‘of blessed memory’ enjoyed
considerable authority as a ‘journal of record’. Dear dead days, unknown to
many; almost beyond recall for others.
The recent years this list has existed in various states and in various forms; it has
existed on different computers and in different programmes. In reading through
it during 2013/ 2014 - and in using on-line resources to resolve, or try to resolve,
queries, I became acutely aware of inconsistencies and shortcomings. I have,
however, permitted this ‘virtual document’ to go out in its present form because,
although it ‘belongs to yesterday’, it may still prove of some use for the present
and future. Furthermore, I have been persuaded that sharing a ‘work in
progress’ is more useful than holding it back while trying to make it a slightly
longer list.
Soyinka and his work has attracted so much comment, on so many fora, and in
so many languages that a list of this sort does not gather more than a fraction of
what has been written. The fact that almost all the entries in this list are from
English-language sources draws attention to just one of its very many
limitations! Nevertheless, I hope that it will prove to be of some use.
I would be grateful for feedback from those who visit these ‘pages’, and I
welcome suggestions about how they can be made more useful.
James Gibbs jamesgibbs (at) btinternet.com. January 2014
Abbreviations used in this section
ALAB – African Literature Association Bulletin
ALT – African Literature Today
ANA – Association of Nigerian Authors
ANAR – Association of Nigerian Authors’ Review

BALE – Black African Literature in English, a k a Lindfors’ Bibliography, a series of volumes
covering different years,
BL – Bernth Lindfors, see BALE
CANR – Contemporary Authors New Revised Series (Detroit)
CEAfr – Cahiers d’Edudes Africaines (Paris)
C E and S – Commonwealth Essays and Studies
ComQ – Commonwealth Quarterly
DAI - Dissertation Abstracts International
EACLALS – European Association for Commonwealth Language and Literature Studies.
ECOWAS –The Economic Community of West African States, a regional group of West
African countries. Founded 1975.
EJOLLS – Ekpoma Journal of Language and Literary Studies (Ekpoma, Nigeria)
F RSC – Federal Road Safety Corps
GLS - Guardian Literary Series (Lagos)
LHU – Literary Half-Yearly (Mysore)
LC – Library of Congress
Lang and S – Language and Style (Flushing NY).
MLA – Modern Language Association
OSRSC – Oyo State Road Safety Corps
PAWA – Pan-African Writers’ Association (based in Accra)
RAL – Research in African Literatures.
RELS – Review of English and Literary Studiers (Ibadan)
RSC –Road Safety Corps
SAP – Structural Adjustment Programme
WAACLALS - West African Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies
Journal. (Short-lived, Canadian financed – I believe.)
WLT – World Literature Today
YWES – Year’s Work in English Studies
Z-A - Zaïre-Afrique (Kinshasa)
See TIMES July 31 G 5a; TLS Sept 23 1042 a
1988*
*Anon. "Soyinka on Military Rulers." Weekly Review (Nairobi), 6 May 1988, pp. 34-35. (Speaks
at Lagos conference.)
?Anon. "Cocktail Circuit". The Guardian (Lagos), 15 May, B 3. (Columnist relates how Vera
Ifudu introduced Soyinka and Chinweizu: Soyinka said “So, you are the Chinweizu.”
Chinweizu replied "So you are the Wole." Soyinka: "You must take the time to study literature
seriously." Chinweizu: "Maybe another kind of literature.")
Anon, and photo by Bayo Ewuoso, in The Guardian, 6 July. Shows Soyinka with Michael
Manley, former Prime Minister of Jamaica, Obasanjo, and Alex Ibru, publisher of The
Guardian at Obasanjo's farm on 5th - for 5th Anniversary of the paper.
Anon. "Soyinka blasts critics." Daily Times (Lagos), 18 August, 8-9. (Soyinka interviewed on
Oyo State TV 'Viewpoint' programme: said he had decided to serve the present administration
because of the democratic stance and its transition to civil rule programme.' Also said he
regarded criticisms of his position as 'parochial and self-centred', and observed that 'the soul of
the average Nigerian is corrupt.')

Anon. "Soyinka calls for prison watch committee." Daily Times (Lagos), 19 August, 13.
(Statement made when answering questions in Ogun Television's 'Hot Seat'; said that the
Committee should have full authority to carry out functions', and that prison conditions were
'like a reply to Rafindadi's detention camp'; too many prisoners die; he had begun to think that
his 'stint in prison ... was real luxury compared to the report that has been coming out'. He
praised the Council for Civil Liberties and similar organisations for finding out about
conditions.)
*Anon. "Who is Pulling Soyinka Down." African Concord (Lagos), 21-27 October 1988, p. 7.
(On allegations of financial irregularities in Soyinka’s administration of the RSC.)
Anon. "Search for Dele's killers gets boost." Daily Times (Lagos), 20 December, 1. (Soyinka
spoke at a function to mark the second anniversary of the death of Dele Giwa. The occasion was
held at NUJ Light House, Adeyemo Alakija Street, Ikeja, and Soyinka donated N50,000.00 - in
addition to the N20,000.00 offered during the first anniversary of the murder, for information
about the killers. He also referred to intimidation and persecution of Fawehinmi, Giwa's lawyer.
The previous year Giwa had, posthumously, been awarded a trophy donated by Soyinka for
investigative journalism.)
Abiola, Adetokunbo. "Wole Soyinka's Afrocentrism." National Concord (Lagos), 28 July 1988,
p. 3. (Pompous and largely incomprehensible contribution to the Chinweizu Debate.)
Adebowale, Yemi. ‘The Way Out.’ Newswatch, 2 November 1998. (Reports on October 1998
press conference, and on October 16th warning in lecture.)
Adekambi, Dotun. "Are Nigerians happy wasters." Daily Times, 8 October 1988, p. 7.
(Response to Raufu, on controversy between Soyinka and Sowande about RSC matters.)
Agu, Ogonna. "Soyinka won't be left alone." The Guardian, 6 July 1988, p.13. (A very confused
article which makes references to Soyinka's involvement with road safety - initially in Ondo
(sic) State, the alleged radio station hold up 'on the eve of an election like a fanatic for
democracy...' Links Soyinka strongly with Awolowo: 'There was no doubt that he had his
admiration for Obafemi Awolowo and would want to fight to see him come to power.' A
confused account of Soyinka’s acceptance of the national honour after the Nobel and of the
Giwa Events. 'There tore, on that fateful day, this man of guts craned his neck before the
highlights of officialdom and accepted his decoration while the putrid air of a cold murder rose
out of the wondow (sic) and raged in the minds of his countrymen.' This is followed by a valid
comparison between the confusion and complexity of Soyinka's plays and his life. JG)
Aina, Wale Akin. "Tempest in a Tea Cup." African Guardian, 5 September 1988, p. 15. (Dispute
between Soyinka and Obasanjo.)
Ajayi, Wale. "Sowande's open letter to Soyinka." Vanguard, 14 May, 1988, p.6. (Defends
Soyinka against Sowande's suggestion that he "had given way to the politician in him" by
accepting the RSC post. Also defends Soyinka against Sowande regarding the cartoon and his
remarks about SAP.)
Ajibola, V O A. Akinniola Keynote Reviews on ‘The Lion and the Jewel’. Ibadan: Akin
Akiniola Associates. (Study aid.)

Akerele, Olu. "Wole Soyinka sings at Nico Noga Hilton Hotel." Sunday Concord (Lagos), 12
June 1988, pp 1, 10. (Report on Soyinka singing with ‘Babs’; songs included "Taxi Driver" and
"Mona Lisa"; refers to a lobster dinner and names others present; quotes Soyinka on Chinweizu:
'This man lives on Wole Soyinka ... I don't reckon with him at all.' References to the address to
RSC corpers given earlier in the day. This report provoked a reply from, I think, Ogunbiyi, and
contributes to the Chinweizu Debate - they had recently met for the first time .JG)
Alegbe, Obi, Okey Ndibe, Jide Adeniyi-Jones, Paul Nwabuikwu, Debo Adesina, Appah Ekpein
and Chima Eweama. "Soyinka's New Saddle." African Guardian, 21 March 1988, pp. 13-19.
(Soyinka takes charge of FRSC.)
Aliyu, Abdu. "An Open Letter to Wole Soyinka." National Concord (Lagos), 26 April 1988, p.
3. (On his appointment as Chairman of the FRSC.)
Allén, Sture. "Introduction to Wole Soyinka's Nobel Lecture, 8 December 1986." BALF, 22
(1988), p. 427.
Amatokwu, Nwaokedi. "Soyinka's Agnostics." Times International, 17 October 1988, p.23. (His
critics do not leave him in peace.)
Amosu, Timothy. "Sociology and the Translator: Soyinka in Translation." Babel (Amsterdam),
34, 3 (1988), pp. 141-151. (On French translations of The Strong Breed, The Swamp Dwellers
and The Trials of Brother Jero.)
Amuta, Chidi. "From Myth to Ideology: The Socio-political Content of Wole Soyinka's War
Writings." The Journal of Commonwealth Literature (Oxford), 23, 1 (1988), pp. 116-129.
Arinze, Dozie. "Silencing the Critics." The Guardian (Lagos), 21 March 1988, p. 9.
(Government should appoint critics to Government posts.)
Awonifa, Michael. "Ake: The Years of Servitude." National Concord, 7 July 1988, p 7. (A report
on a visit to Abeokuta, and of encounters with those who knew Soyinka and his mother. One
informant said: 'Book has turned him into something else.')
Ayeni, Olugbenga. "A New Line in Leadership." West Africa (London), December 5-11, 2279.
(Describes Soyinka's participation in a high-level discussion about Africa's leadership problems;
records his reference to Ngugi, who, he said, documented the nationalist struggle and was
rewarded by being forced into exile.)
Ayling, Ronald. "Colonialism and Rebellion in the Childhood Autobiographies of Sean O'Casey
and Wole Soyinka." In Anglo Irish and Irish Literature: Aspects of Language and Culture. Ed.
Birgit Bramsback and Martin Croghan, Uppsala: Uppsala University Press, 1988, pp. 131-141.
Badejo, Diedre L. "Unmasking the Gods: Of Egungun and Demagogues in Three Works by
Wole Soyinka." Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 4 (Winter), pp. 663-682.
Badejo, Deidre L. "The Yoruba and the Afro-American Trickster: A Contextual Comparison,"
Presence Africaine (Paris), 147 (3rd Quarterly), -17. (Describes Soyinka's discussion of 'the
interdependency between the deities and humanity' as 'instructive'.)

Balogun, F. Odun. "Wole Soyinka and the Literary Aesthetic of African Socialism." Black
American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 503-530.
Bamikunle, Aderemi. "Problems of Language in Understanding Soyinka's A Shuttle in the
Crypt." African Literature Today (London), 16 (1988), pp. 77-90. (Considers the language in
which Soyinka writes verse in the context of C. 20th poetry; draws attention to the criticisms
levelled by Chinweizu and the approach adopted by Jones and Moore; sets out to examine
Soyinka's choice of words, images, techniques and sentence structure in order to identify
obstacles in the way of understanding; provides a very controversial interpretation of parts of
"Procession II" (regards indigo as evil, 'burrs' as indicative of vibration); quotes "A Cobweb's
Touch in the Dark" and some of the Animistic Spells in order to draw attention to the problems
of understanding. He regards several poems as political statements about Nigeria; lists the
allusions to writers and events and provides interpretations and explanations. (Sometimes
misleading as in his confusion of the sibyl with the Greek sphinx. See also ‘burrs’. JG)
Ben-Ifode, Y. "Sowande vs Soyinka: FRSC Joins In." Daily Express (Lagos), 5? September,
and ANA Review, 4, 5 (November), 20, 22. (The article takes up some of the accusations against
Soyinka made by Bode Sowande in "A Man from Whom Much is Expected".)
Booth, James. "Self-sacrifice and Human Sacrifice in Wole Soyinka's Death and the King's
Horseman." Research in African Literatures, 19, 4 (1988), pp. 529-50. (Concludes that the play
'suffers from a perverse, romantic primitivism; Soyinka has confused 'an irreducibly primitive
human sacrifice with an authentically African sacrifice of self.')
Booth, James., "Wole Soyinka, by James Gibbs." Review), African Affairs (London), 87, 347
(April), 292-3. (Finds both incisiveness and 'literary blarney' in the study; considers the
emphasis on literary debts sometimes 'perverse'; points out that Gibbs 'quite overlooks Soyinka's
first marriage to a white woman and the dispute over custody of their son'.)
Brooks, Mary. "The 'Failed Messenger'." Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 4
(Winter 1988), pp. 723-733. (On Death and the King's Horseman.)
Caute, David. "Suffering But Not in Silence." Times Literary Supplement (London), 23-29
September, 1988. 1042. (Review of Art, Dialogue and Outrage, describes Soyinka as 'the Fela
Kuti of Nigerian letters', sees the 'break with negritude (as) both painful and fundamental',
detects a 'rare intelligence', deplores 'lapse' into pan-African demand for a single African
language, quotes Gordimer's complaints about Soyinka's style (in a review of Aké), and, after,
indicating which targets 'outraged' Soyinka, concludes: 'The lesson is basic: ‘whatever the
provocation, the artist is well advised to suffer in silence.' Caute is confused about National
Theatre's production of Bacchae, assumes it was by Ronald Eyre. In fact Joffe. JG.)
Chinweizu. Voices from Twentieth-Century Africa: Griots and Towncriers. Selected and
Introduced by Chinweizu. London: Faber and Faber, 1988. (Includes ‘Telephone Conversation’
and extracts from The Trials of Brother Jero, introduction, according to Booth: 1994, quotes
Chinweizu on 'To My Three White Hairs.' NB Chinweizu has written nonsense about that poem.
JG..)
Chinweizu. "The Chinweizu Observatory: Critics Rights: Admonitions to Soyinka." Vanguard,
6 November, 1988, p.7. (Opens with a reference to Soyinka's Sunday Concord article of 12 June

1988, in which Chinweizu was referred to as "that boy." Defends himself against Soyinka's
claim that he "needs (Soyinka) around" by calculating his output and the amount which deals
with Soyinka. Suggests that only because of his megalomania does Soyinka see himself as
indispensable to Chinweizu and advises the laureate to "stick to intellectual issues in our
tournament." (Refers to the personal abuse of Nkem Nwankwo in his attack on Theo Vincent,
Vanguard, 27 October 1988.) Maintains that scholarship is badly served by those who bring
personalities into play. Claims that Soyinka's desire to stand above criticism and his reactions to
hostile criticism suggests an "infantile" demand. Refers to Art, Dialogue and Outrage which he
describes as "displaying Soyinka's 25 years of tirades against dissenters" and quotes David
Caute (TLS 23-29 September 1988, 1042.) This quote ends with comments on Soyinka's
complaints against Rich. Chinweizu concludes by implying a parallel between Soyinka and
Bokassa and describes the writer as a "literary tyrant (whose works may not be criticised
without the critic being butchered for blasphemy – i.e. contempt of God!)." Maintains that
critics have the right to criticise published work. See reactions from Soyinka and Omueru. This
shows how Chinweizu - while asking that personalities and insults be kept out of the debate drags both into his essay, and incorporates a totally inadequate assessment of Art, Dialogue and
Outrage. Concludes on a deliberately provocative note. JG.)
Chiwengo, Ngwarsungu. "Wole Soyinka, le tigre qui saute." Linguistics et Sciences Humaines
(Kinshasa), 28, 1-2 (1988), pp. 133-138. (Includes comments on Soyinka's relations with the
Bolekaja critics and on The Interpreters.)
Coe, Jonathan. "Wole's Leftovers." The Guardian (London), 5 August, 22. (Review of Art,
Dialogue and Outrage. (Considers the 'really impressive thing about (the) writing is its
cogency'; regards Soyinka as having plenty to teach 'our own literary/ critical left wing'.)
Coger, Greta M.K. Index of Subjects, Proverbs, and Themes in the Writing of Wole Soyinka.
New York: Westport, pp.311. (A monumental and painstaking piece of research; an invaluable
reference book.)
Colmer, Rosemary. "The Motif of Resurrection and Forms of Regeneration in the Novels of
Wole Soyinka." Kunapipi (Aarhus), 10, 3 (1988), pp. 53-68. (Discusses Soyinka's concept of
'The Fourth Stage', relates it, briefly, to some of his plays where it is often linked with death, and
draws attention to resurrection (Lazarus, for example) and regeneration (Orpheus myth)
elements in the novels - where life is important; contrasts the manner in which myth is used in
Anomy with the emphasis on interpretation in the earlier novel; points out that Anomy is a
playwright's novel 'in which the visual sense is deliberately provoked into supplying important
messages'; relates Sekoni to Sango and examines the experience of Lazarus in the context of
Christian and Yoruba ideas about death and continuity; examines the significance of the painting
of the pantheon and the complex associations established through it. NB This is a carefully
argued paper which makes an important contribution to the study of Soyinka as novelist.)
Cooke, Michael G. "Foreword," Triquarterly (Evanston), 72 (Fall 1988), pp. 137-38.
(Introduction to poems by Soyinka, pp. 139-153.)
Coussy, Denise. "La guerre du Biafra dans l'oeuvre de Wole Soyinka et de Chinua Achebe."
Actes du Colloque: "Guerre et Litterature dans le Monde Anglophone". University of Maine,
Collection Etudes Anglophones, November, 1988, 240-7.
David, Mary L. "The Theme of Regeneration in Selected Works by Wole Soyinka." Black

American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 4 (Winter 1988), pp. 645-661. (Traces the theme
in Soyinka's novels and The Man Died.)
DeMaios, Rosaly. "Review of Mandela's Earth and Other Poems," Library Journal (New
York), 1 Nov., 97. (LC call no. Z671.L7.)
Devine, George. A Sense of Direction, London Faber and Faber, 1988. (Devine, an important
influence on Soyinka 1958/9, includes comments on the songs in 11 Men Dead in Hola, the
background to The Invention, the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) at the Court and
the directing responsibilities for The Lion and the Jewel at the Court.)
Doherty, Folake, "The Nobel Prize - 2 Years After," Quality (Lagos),2, 20, (20 October), 22.
(Subtitled: '24 months after Wole Soyinka won Africa's first Nobel Prize, Quality went to see
how the life of the iconoclast has changed, 'His privacy is gone' - Yemi Ogunbiyi'. Ogunbiyi
quoted on the range and number of invitations Soyinka receives: 'He gets invited to such fora as
the Council of Europe, where only heads of state are called.' Indicates that Soyinka could earn
large sums if he simply gave lectures, but that he puts privacy above wealth: 'His life is bugged
a lot, he shows up at airports, and is recognised by Euro-American journalists. Now, he feels a
compelling need to travel incognito ...' 'Because what he says carries weight and is widely
reported, Soyinka is now', says Ogunbiyi, 'more cautious of his pronouncements'. Categorizes
Nigerian reactions to the award into three groups: enthusiasts; those who don't like the award,
and those who want to use the award to launch themselves as 'well-known literary critics and
social commentators.' This used by JMG in letter to TLS following Chinweizu's article. Doherty
– the future Mrs Wole Soyinka.)
Dorsey, David. "Critical Perception of African Poetry." African Literature Today (London), 16,
26-38. (Suggests that African poetry has been analysed in inadequate terms, and sets out to show
how the poetry is poetry and African, and to draw attention to its form. Refers to debate about
Soyinka's attitude to his blackness in 'To my First White Hairs'; points out that the version of
Soyinka's 'Purgatory' in Howard Sergeant's anthology differs from that in Shuttle in the Crypt.
Later quotes the same poem to show how poems should be read, and as part of his argument
that 'every observable feature of a poem must be examined'.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson. ed. Special Issue on Africa of The Drama Review (New York
University), 1988, 207 pp. (Contains a variety of important essays on ritual performances.
Reviewed by Judith Bettelheim, African Arts (Los Angeles), 23, 3 (November 1989) .)
Ebewo, Patrick J.. Satire in Selected Plays of Wole Soyinka. Ph D Thesis presented to the
Department of Theatre Arts, University of Ibadan. (Basis of a subsequent publication.).
Echeruo, Michael. "Wole Soyinka: A Citation." Vanguard, 14 May 1988, p. 9; and ANA Review
'88 (Lagos), 4, 5 (November 1988), p. 2. (A formal statement delivered at the International
Symposium on African Literature, Lagos, May.)
Ejiofor, Ben A.. "Rotimi's Blessings at 50." ANA Review '88 (Lagos), 11. (Includes an account of
the reading of Lindfors' paper "Rotimi and Soyinka at Ife" and provides the following summary:
"Soyinka's contribution to this verbal warfare on the pages of the newspaper was conciliatory
and defensive." (!))
Ekeledo, Sam. "Talk Shop for African Writers: Whose Confab?" ANA Review '88 (Lagos), 4, 5

(November), 4. (On opening of International Symposium on African Literature May 1988,
Lagos; reports Soyinka's speech 'On Power and Creative Strategies'; refers to Soyinka as 'the
sacred cow that he is.')
Ekopimoh, Lucy. "'The Nobel Added More to Everything About Him' - Yeside Soyinka, Sister
of the Nobel Laureate." Quality (Lagos), 2, 20 (23 October), 23. (The following points emerge:
Yeside is blunt, was delighted at the Nobel Award (the news came through on her birthday 'the
greatest birthday I have had'); her brother is 'not a complex personality'; his attitude to
Christianity 'might' be different because, despite sharing a Christian upbringing, 'he was exposed
to the British when he was very young. He might have felt that they are the ones who brought
Christianity to Africa to deceive us which is not true anyway.' Reveals that Soyinka used to be
called 'Okurin jeje', meaning a very gentle person, but that he left the family at about 14 or 15
and 'did not mature in the family'. She suggests this made him very individualistic, but that it
has not prevented him being 'very much a family man. I know he looks after his children. He
has about seven children and he is educating all of them.' As far as the extended family is
concerned, he is 'not a doting uncle', but when 'together they are always laughing and playing'.
Yeside indicates that the family does not gather frequently, but are glad to see one another. She
considers that the Nobel has 'added more to everything about him', and enabled him to get on
with his house. She concludes: 'He is very bad with money. He cannot hoard money. He
operates on the basis of first come, first served. Anybody (whether relation or not) who asks
first, gets first, if he has money.' A rare glimpse of Soyinka as a ‘a family man’; some of these
points challenged by Laide.)
Ekwuazi, Hygenius. "Blues for Wole Soyinka." Vanguard, 10 March 1988, pp. 8-9. (On film of
Kongi’s Harvest, etc. Note play on title of Soyinka film.)
Elimimian, Isaac I.. "Poetry as a Vehicle for Promoting National Consciousness and
Development: The Example of Four Nigerian Poets." African Literature Today (London), 16,
111- 123, or 112-123. (An unoriginal paper which includes brief comments on "Harvest of
Hate"; maintains that Soyinka is a 'traditional poet' in the sense that he relies essentially on the
tradition and culture of his people - which Elimimian sees even in "Thunder into Storm"; traces
the difference between 'pioneer poets' - Osadebay and Azikiwe, and modern poets - Soyinka
and Okigbo, in part, to education.)
Etherton, Michael. "Review of Gibbs: Wole Soyinka." Africa (London), 59, 2, 241-2.
Euba, Femi. "Soyinka's Satiric Development and Maturity." Black American Literature Forum
(Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 615-628. (On Opera Wonyosi.)
Fatunla, Biola. "Dr Sowande's Wranglings." National Concord, 16 September.(Describes
Sowande's article as embarrassing: 'People like Bode filled with envy and possessed with
jealousy for no just cause, and blowing self acclaimed trumpets as Bode the son of Sowande,
Son of Egba, Egba Omo Lisabi.' The Sowande accusations were finally silenced (!) in 1992 by
Saluwa's public apology. JG)
Feuser, Willfried F. "Wole Soyinka: The Problem of Authenticity." Black American Literature
Forum (Terre Haute), 23, 2 (Fall), 555-575. (See 1987.)
Feuser, Willfried. "Myth, History and Literature in Africa." Presence Africaine (Paris), 146,
146-72. (Source for information YWES .)

Fioupou, Christine. "Avant-Propos." To translation with Samuel Millogo of La route, Paris:
Hatier, 1988, pp. 3-12. (The Road in French.)
Forbes, Peter. "Scourge of Tin Gods." The Independent (London), 24 August. (Draws attention
to Soyinka as critic of ideologues and as an animist; perceives a 'truly Shakespearean spirit
presiding over this volume'.)
Gates, Henry Louis Jr.. Ed. Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988)
and 4 (Winter). "Introduction", pp. 421-4. (An account of the announcement of the award of
the Nobel Prize to Soyinka and of some of the manoeuvrings behind the scenes.)
Gibbs, James. "Biography into Autobiography: Wole Soyinka and the Relatives who Inhabit
Ake." Journal of Modern African Studies (Cambridge), 26, 3 (September), pp. 517-48.
(Contains sections on the relatives mentioned in the autobiography.)
Gibbs, James. "An Examination of Three of the Short Stories of Wole Soyinka." Short Fiction
in the New Literatures in English, ed. Jacqueline Bardolph, Nice; Comite EACLALS, 1988, pp.
263-269. (Considers " Madame Etienne's Establishment' and the two "Tales of Two Cities";
refers to the Johnny Stories and "Egbe's Sworn Enemy"; draws attention to motives which lay
behind Soyinka's writing of the short stories.)
Gibbs, James. "Prize and Prejudice: Reactions to the Award of the 1986 Nobel Prize for
Literature to Wole Soyinka, Particularly in the British Press." Black American Literature Forum
(Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 449-467.
Gibbs, James. "Review of Dapo Adelugba, ed. Before Our Very Eyes: Tribute to Wole Soyinka,
Winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature." Research in African Literatures (Austin), 19, 3 (Fall
1988), pp. 408-11.
Gibbs, James (Gibs, dzejmez). "beskompromisni borac protiv rasizma i totalitarizma." Odjek
(Sarajevo), 5 (1-15 March), 21-22. (Soyinka and South Africa; the article contains comments on
Soyinka's Stockholm Discourse. Translated from the English.)
Granqvist, Raoul. "Wole Soyinka's Nobel Prize: Sweden Acknowledges Africa." Black
American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 467-474.
Gugler, Josef. "African Literary Comment on Dictators: Wole Soyinka's Plays and Nuruddin
Farah's Novels." Journal of Modern African Studies (Cambridge), 26, 1, 171-177.
Hepburn, Joan. "Mediators of Ritual Closure." Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute),
22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 577-614. (The Strong Breed, Death and the King's Horseman.)
Idowu, Yomi. "Soyinka challenges Abacha ... launches 'Operation Road Sense.'" National
Concord, 7 December, 1 and 10. (Concerns a clash with an army spokesman regarding the
status and achievements of the FRSC, and details of an 'Operation' - an educational programme.
A nation-wide broadcast said Road Accident Immunity Delusion Syndrome (RAIDS) had been
in existence before AIDS; spokesman for the National Union of Road Transport Workers spoke
of the problems of obtaining spare parts; ceremony ended with a 100 km demonstration drive.
(The RAIDS/ AIDS line has the Soyinka touch. JG)

Iji, Edde M.. "Wole Soyinka and Predecessors: Deviation, Conformism and Non-Conformism."
The Literary Criterion (Mysore), 23, 1 and 2, 131-142. (Confused and superficial comment on
possible influences.)
Ilesanmi, Obafemi. "Soyinka and the Broadway Critics." The Guardian (Lagos), 8 March, .
(Using articles from Today (London) and The Times (London), 6 April 1987, Ilesanmi considers
Frank Rich's position in New York (‘a butcher of Broadway’ JG) ; he also surveys Soyinka's
fortunes in the US, and the critics' reactions to William Golding's The Paper Men - as a
post-Nobel product. Quotes from a 'recent interview' in Ebony Man: 'In a sense the prize has
been a nuisance because it's created more exposure and far more demand than I'm prepared to
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return to subjects with a 'greater dramatic viability.'
Yussuf, Alaba. "Wole Soyinka's Ex-wife Speaks!". Vintage People (Lagos), May 18-24 1990,
pp. 9, 14 and 24. (Basically same material as in Odumade and Owoola article. Claims to be
based on an interview between Vintage People and Laide Soyinka in her university office. Laide
reported as saying her 'own brother, Olu Akarogun, gave (Soyinka) his first serious media
exposure in the Nigerian media in the 60's'. (A reference to Spear interview. JG.) Notes
entanglement of newspapers and marriages in WS’s life. Refers to Folake's marriage and
children, to Olaogun's daughter, Sade, and to Emeke doing Part III at OAU. Laide reported as
denying suggestions that she had divorced Soyinka in 1981.)

